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Instrumental pop, jazz, new age music with hooky melodies and danceable grooves. 9 MP3 Songs POP:

with Electronic Production, NEW AGE: New Age Details: "We can easily forgive a child who is afraid of

the dark. The real tragedy of life is when men are afraid of the light" Plato That quote inspired me to

create this CD. I've always heard music not only as notes  chords, but have seen it in my minds eye as

light. Many shades of light ranging from white to black. I'm sure there is a reasonable scientific

explanation for this phenomenen, but all I know is that it is a great way to experience music. All we really

are is light energy  we are traveling our pathway through life as light, thus the name Light Traveler. Light

Traveler is a new age cd but not your gramma's kind of new age,as every track on this cd is melodic with

a melody you'll be able to remember  hum after you hear it. I wanted to make a new age cd that was light 

fun, with rhythm tracks you can dance to. Light Traveler is pop rock, jazz, r&b, reggae  especially new

age. I wrote, engineered, recorded  performed each of the 9 tracks of Light Traveler,  now I want to share

them with you. So please put it on the player, become a Light Traveler with me. With Love  Light, David

Arellano 1 Light Traveler Light Traveler is the first  signature song on the Light Traveler cd. It has a

melody that will hook you with a great beat,  yet haunting. It will help you start your journey shrouded in a

joyous white light. 2 Be My Lover. Stevie Wonder meets Christopher Cross, haloed in silver light, is my

description of Be My Lover. A pop, jazz, groove with a sentimental melody, over smooth,  intricate chords.

You'll love it. 3 Senor Bad. Try a little new age funk. Electric Guitar  horn section with bombastic red,

yellow  green light, is Senor Bad. It's bad  thats good. 4 Sunset Red. If you've ever felt a sunset over the

Grand Canyon then no other words are necessary. 5 It's A Jungle in Here. The critters get a chance to

sing on this track. Check out the thirst quenching shades of silver, green, yellow  browns in this track. 6

Love Is Happy. If Herb Alpert  Bob Marley ever formed a band, this would be their first release. Throw
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Count Basie in the chorus with royal blue, red, gold  silver  you have Love Is Happy. 7 Drive Time. I wrote

this pop jazz tune back in 1973 when I was with The Ides of March  I've finally found a vehicle for it with

this cd. If you like Ramsey Lewis or Bob James, you will love this tune. It's running on a green light  it's a

gas. 8 Forever After. This new age pop song is a summary of everyone I've ever loved in my life.

Envelope your self in the reflective purple  gold light on this track. 9 Light Dancer. If Light Traveler is the

Alfa signature tune on this cd then Light Dancer is the omega signature tune. this poppy, reflective tune

lets you know where you've been  where you're going. This is a dancing white light tune. Thanks for

listening, David 1909 337-4965 David-Arellano.com hotgigsmusic@yahoo.com David Arellano I've been a

performing and recording musician since 1964. Over the years I have performed or recorded with:

*	Stevie Wonder, *	Pat Boone, *	Deborah  Ronny Laws, *	Richey Havens, *	Maureen McGovern, *	Dr

Hook, *	Rare Earth, *	Mary Wells, *	DeBarge, *	Harvey Mason, *	Louis Johnson (Bros Johnson),

*	Christine McVie, *	Bob Welch(Fleetwood Mac), *	Bonnie Rait, *	Billy Daniels, *	Charlie Pride, *	Jason

Scheff (vocalist with the group Chicago), *	Felipe Wynn (The Spinners), *	Bobbie Brookshire (vocalist with

Duke Ellington), *	Harry Elston, (Friends of Distinction) *	Styx, *	Ides of March, *	Survivor, *	Eric Carmen,

*	Ted Nugent, *	Billy Osborne (LTD), *	Danny Hamilton, (Hamilton Joe Frank  Reynolds), *	The New

Colony Six, *	Jerry Butler, *	Tower of Power, *	Joe Sample, *	Bob Wilson (Seawind), *	Dean Parks,

*	Michael Boddicker, *	Don Meredith, *	The Five Americans, *	The Swingin Medalions, *	Bob Hope,

*	Mary Travers, *	Jose Feliciano, *	The Honeycombs, *	Up With People, *	The Five Stairsteps, *	Blood

Sweat  Tears, *	Dick Dodd (The Standels), *	The Allman Bros, *	The Eagles, *	Crosby Stills  Nash, *	Dr

John, *	The Classics Four, *	Peter Paul  Mary, *	Bill Chase (Chase), *	Barry Rillera (Richteous Bros,)

*	The Four Lads, *	Fontella Bass (Rescue Me), *	The Buckinghams, *	Grace Slick, *	Peter Tosh, *	The

Mighty Diamonds, *	Big Youth, *	Burning Spear, *	Firehouse, *	James Harmon, *	Hollywood Fats, *	Fats

Domino, *	Sons of the Pioneers, *	Jack Miller, *	The Friends Band, *	Richard Carpenter, *	Three Dog

Night  many others.
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